Microsoft Intune
and Azure AD
Autopilot JumpStart
Business challenge

Benefits

Provisioning, managing and securing endpoints for the “anywhere” workforce can be

•

Eliminate OS image re-engineering

complex. Our commercial clients often have their hands full when it comes to managing

•

Self-deploy off-the-shelf devices

their day-to-day business, let alone working through the complex world of cloud services.

•

Manage updates

They may have older legacy platforms, privacy concerns, or could be dealing with industry

•

Provide remote assistance

regulations.

•

Proactively monitor devices

Our Microsoft Intune® and Azure® AD Autopilot JumpStart service is a combination of
hands-on training and design with deployment of fundamental components. This service is
designed to help you leverage Intune as a production-ready solution.

Our partners

Our solution
Insight’s JumpStart program provides expert-led, one-on-one workshops that combine training
and implementation. Centered around best practices for cloud and security, JumpStart
familiarizes your team with your new technologies and provides you with a working
environment that can be used right away.

Our Microsoft technical experts show you the features and functionality, focusing on how
to deploy, implement and operationalize the solution.

•

Through whiteboarding sessions, we design your implementation based on current and
future requirements as well as security best practices.

•

HoloLens Autopilot JumpStart
Microsoft 365 Security Enablement

Additional Info
•

Related services

We’ll establish identity and collaboration frameworks via configuration of Azure® Active
Directory.

Insight is one of only 60

More than 2,000 Azure-focused

We passed a rigorous

Azure Expert MSPs globally.

engineers on our teams.

certification and audit process.

1.800.INSIGHT | insight.com

Microsoft Assistance Hours

Additional details

Awards and Partnership

•

2,000+ Microsoft-focused services and technical professionals

•

2021 Worldwide Modern Desktop Partner of the Year for Microsoft

•

150+ dedicated managed services resources

•

2021 Microsoft Partner of the Year

•

Dedicated Microsoft field alliances team

•

30+ Years of partnership

•

Exclusive access to Microsoft programs, discounts and funding

•

Global footprint, supporting clients in 180 countries

•

300+ Microsoft sales specialists

•

8,000+ managed Enterprise Agreements (EAs)

•

20,000+ Microsoft agreements overall

•

Largest global reseller (measured in Microsoft revenue)

A true end-to-end partner
Today, technology isn’t just supporting the business; it’s becoming the business. At Insight, we help you navigate complex challenges to
develop fresh solutions and processes. We’ll help you manage today’s priorities and prepare for tomorrow’s needs.
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About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your organization run smarter.
We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your business and create
meaningful experiences.

1.800.INSIGHT | insight.com

